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Abstract
Researchers of Arabic and Religious Learning program applications are surprised by the phenomenon among students, teachers of Arabic, and Religious Languages in which most of them have never practiced and used The Qur’anic Arabic Corpus (QAC) applications for academic activities. Meanwhile, the program has many benefits and conveniences for students, teachers, and researchers for conducting research and study activities in the field of language and religion and science integration. The number of open-source of IT-based information that can be used for Arabic language learning activities and studies of religious and scientific integration is increasing significantly. This study uses Krippendorf perspective qualitative design in the study of al-Qur'an integration and linguistic education. The research method used is the study of linguistic corpus with annotations, abstractions, and analysis through three stages of corpus exploration, experimentation, and knowledge discovery. Through data analysis, it is found that the Arabic and religious learning model using The Qur’anic Arabic Corpus can improve language creativity and improvisation and improve the process of reciting, memorizing and vocabulary building, making it easier for students to study the integration of Qur'an, language, religion, and science. This paper recommends that Arabic and religious learning activities utilize IT-based learning program applications such as the QAC
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INTRODUCTION
Application programs for learning the Qur’an and Arabic based on Android allegedly not accustomed to practiced by students and teachers. This is indicated by the phenomenon that most of the students and teachers of Arabic and Religion have never practiced and used the application of The QAC for teaching and learning activities in the classroom (Hasanah, 2016). Meanwhile, this program has many benefits and convenience for them and researchers to carry out research and studies on the integration of language, religion and science (Arum & Winarti, 2020; Awaludin, 2019; Hizbullah, Rachman, & Fauziah, 2017; Priyono, 1999; Suaibah & Rahman, 2020; Sukmana, Gusmita, Durachman, & Firmansyah, 2015).

Ontology of Qur’anic Concept is stated in The QAC. The selection of the focus of this discussion is seen in five aspects. First, the position of the Qur’an as a source of epistemology in Arabic linguistic studies which is one of the core studies in learning Arabic. Second, the study of the linguistic corpus is still relatively new
when viewed from its use in the field of learning Arabic. This study is one of the things that inspired the birth of corpus linguistics by Nahwu scholars (Arabic Grammarian) which from the beginning has made the linguistic corpus as a source of data in determining Arabic grammatical rules. Third, the learning activities are now based on information technology and make corpus linguistics as teaching material (Arum & Winarti, 2020; Priyono, 1999). Besides, the rise of computer science has provided various models of data banks and analyzes (Conrad, 2005). Fourth, institutionally, one of the most significant mandates of the Ministry of Religious Affairs towards the State Islamic University, including UIN Maulana Malik Ibrahim Malang, is to organize activities and the integration of Islam and Science (Ali, 2019). Fifth, based on a previous study conducted by Hasanah (2016), it was found that a quite surprising phenomenon among observers of Arabic both lecturers, teachers, and students of the Department of Arabic Education that 19 out of 20 informants had never known and accessed The QAC, or using it in the process of learning Arabic. Even though the program The QAC issued by Leed University, based on what Farooqui said, is a pioneer in the study of Arabic linguistic corpus based on the Qur’an, which offers many choices that can be utilized in the world of research and learning (Farooqui & Noordin, 2015). Among the choice that produces plenty of subsequent studies is the Ontology of the Qur’anic Concept which is the focus of this research.

The study of the linguistic corpus that began in 1967 has an expansive area of study. The corpus of linguistics is a branch of discourse analysis that has experienced growth and received phenomenal attention in the past decade. Apart from the weaknesses of the corpus of linguistics that are unable to answer the question “why” in research or other weaknesses which is the existence of the linguistic corpus that cannot represent the whole language data, the selection of corpus linguistic themes in this study is more emphasized on the function of the linguistic corpus itself primarily when being used in the world of learning and multidisciplinary studies (Arum & Winarti, 2020; Misbahuddin, 2015; Priyono, 1999; Sabil, 2014; Suaibah & Rahman, 2020). Ontology in this research is ontology in the context of computer science and information sciences. Ontology of Qur’anic Concept is a computational linguistic-based program (Gruber R., 1993) defines ontology as an explicit breakdown of conceptualization, in which the body of knowledge is built based on the conceptualization process. Then (Guardino, 2009) an expert in the field of applied ontology, polished that definition by defining ontology as a logical theory of recording a meaning of formal words.

The scope of studies related to al-Qur’an ontology, computer-based, really takes the attention of researchers. Among them are Arabic WordNet (2014) by (Almaayah, Sawalha, & Abushariah, 2014), Quran Verse Extraction for Various Concepts (2013), Thematic Classifications by Ta’A, Abdullah, Ali, & Ahmad (2014), and others; (Hizbullah et al., 2017). As for the study related to linguistic ontology, many linguistic expert figures talk about this concern, such as (Francis, 1993; Halliday, 1991). Utilization of these programs in various fields deserves to
be applied, and one of the things that this research will do is to utilize them in the study of al-Qur’an integration and linguistics education.

This research is a response to the shortcomings of Arabic enthusiasts and students of the QAC and how to utilize it. Therefore, three questions can be formulated, and they are; (1) What are the choices in the Ontology of Qur’anic Concept program in The Qur’anic Arabic Corpus version 0.4? (2) How are the Characteristics of the QAC?, and (3) How are the formulations of the study of the integration of Qur’an and linguistic education based on Ontology of Qur’anic Concept? These three questions are expected to be able to answer the problems encountered in learning the Arabic language based on the QAC.

The writing is based on two arguments. First, there are 12 categories in the Ontology of Concept menu including; Artifact, Astronomical Body, Event, False Deity, Holy Book, Language, Living Creation, Location, Physical Attribute, Physical Substance, Religion and Weather Phenomena. Secondly. From these 12 categories, it is possible for enthusiasts and Arabic language students to carry out studies on the integration of religion and science easily (Arum & Winarti, 2020; Awaludin, 2019; Hizbullah et al., 2017; Misbahuddin, 2015; Sukmana et al., 2015).

METHOD

This study applied a qualitative approach using Krippendorf model with design in the study of al-Qur’an integration and linguistic education researchers are more into the process of achieving design, not yet on the effectiveness of using the product in the study of practical integration in class. The research method used is the method of linguistic corpus studies. The corpus linguistic method has three rules as keywords; annotations, abstractions and famous analyzes are called 3A perspective. In the annotation process, a very large number of corpus are collected, transcribed, standardized, and segmented according to the needs of the researcher. The consistency of the researcher in the annotation process dramatically influences the consistency of the data that can lead to the purpose of his research, because there are many corpora available. Annotations are performed per item of the required data, although at different times annotations can still be performed for different data. The distinction of each of these data is because all data are processed through three stages of the corpus linguistic method, namely corpus exploration, experimentation, and knowledge discovery. The analysis process links between the variables that have been designed up to the question of how to answer the desired research problem. In the context of this research, the results of the cyclical corpus linguistic method are used in the world of language learning.

The primary data in this study is the ontology of Qur’anic concept which is one of the menus in The QAC version 0.4, meanwhile the four data are in the form of choices contained in the program with documentation analysis techniques. The final stage comes to the design of the study of integration between the Qur’an and Linguistic education, the primary data is being the concept of three categories, Holy Book, Language and Religion sourced from The QAC Version 0.4 program.
In analyzing data related to the menu in the Ontology of the Qur’anic Concept which is one of the menus in The QAC. The researcher uses the analysis of qualitative content which was adapted from (Krippendorf, 1989) with the procedure namely; (1) thorough reading of the choice contained in The QAC Program (raw observation), (2) conducting units which include the determination of units, separating data according to their limits and identification for subsequent analysis, (3) determine the data to be analyzed (sampling), (4) take notes on the data that has been set for analysis (recording), (5) reduce the data by means of researchers sorting and selecting any relevant data to answer the formulation of the problems raised in the study this, (6) making finding that has been identified, (7) conducting validations adapted from Lincoln and Guba, namely continuous observation, utilizing sources outside the analyzed data (triangulation ) and discussion with experts (peer debriefing) (Bungin, 2007; Moleong, 2004).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The Choices in The Ontology of Concept in The Quranic Arabic Corpus

Qur’anic ontology has been the ontological focus that studied in the menu of ontological concept in the QAC. The concept contained in this menu aims to explore the Quranic ontology using common knowledge representation in defining key concepts in the Qur’an. Its also used to show the relationship between each concept using predictive logic. In this case, researcher will briefly explain the meaning of knowledge representation and predictive logic which is used as a foundation by the menu maker in designing qur’anic ontological menu, before further explain about the use of ontological concept menu for integration studies of qur’an and educational linguistic.

The knowledge representation meant the basic concept in ontology based on Qur’an and Hadith. The main source of the QAC menu was Tafsir Ibn Katsir. The name of entities contained in the verses, like place name, peoples’ name, or others are connected each other to discover the new concepts. In this menu, there are around 300 concepts, after explained each other relationship, it was found 350 relations.

The predictive logic is an extension of prepositional logic, so that the concept of objects and relationships between subjects can be expressed in the language of logic. A predicate is a function of one or more arguments whose results are true or false. In the language of predicate logic, the second and third sentences are the embodiments of abstract sentences, with the motivation that objects and relations between objects can be expressed in a logic language, logic rules are made called predicate logic. For further reading of this logic can be read in logical books.

Ontology of concept present a list of the main concept in the Qur’an, and than defines the semantic relationship between one concept to another. One of the important relations presented in this menu is membership relations. Such us, the concept of an “astronomical body” consisting of the sun, the earth and the moon. Another example in describing the semantic relations, is when its mentioned that
“devil is jin” in the ontology represent the knowledge contained in the Qur’an that individuals referred to as Syaitan are included in set of living creatures called Jin.

Another important thing that needs to be understood in this menu is the term Pronoun Resolution. The procedure for interpreting expressions, in which many pronouns or phrases occur, was a very crucial system in linguistic computing. For example, if there are word entities that enter the system, the system must be able to be made to identify the meaning of the word that appears. In the Qur’anic Arabic Corpus, the word morphology segment is linked to the concept of ontology to facilitate the understanding of pronouns. For the example in Surat Al-Qadr in the first verse.

In understanding this verse, the pronoun “hu” is not explicitly refers and mention the word Al-Qur’an. Likewise the pronoun “Na” is also not explicitly stated and refers to Allah. In the Ibn Katsir, pronoun “hu” is refers to Al-Qur’an, and pronoun “na” refers to Allah. By this system, claimed that pronoun “Hu” is refers to the concept of “Qur’an” and “Na” is refers to the concept of “Allah”. In addition to the problem of understanding pronouns, another important aspect to be informed about this menu is related to mubham word or the word that has uncertain meaning in the Qur’an, the way of understanding. It will be related to the concept of ontology. For example when interpreting “ليلة القدر” after tracing it in the Ibn Katsir, it was found that the Lailat Al-Qadr is one of the nights in the holy month of Ramadhan. So that, the meaning of “ليلة القدر” In this system are linked with the concept of Ramadhan. It will appeared like below picture:
Ontology of Concept Menu and the Characteristics

The main menu of this Ontology of Concept are divided into two which are Concept Map and Topic Index. The descriptions of each concept and the characteristics are below:

1. Concept Map

This menu will present several other menus to discuss Qur`anic Ontology. The concepts that emerge will be classified in various categories and sub categories. This categorization appears in the sub categories menu. After that, the relationship between each category will be raised with the main concept, namely God (Allah). And the relationship of each category is visualized in the form of concept map that is presented in the visual concept map menu. The findings of the concept relationship that is built based on this predictive logic will create new knowledge as a form of relationship between the concepts. This knowledge is presented in the knowledge base menu.

  Concept

The concept is the name of root entity in the Qur`anic Ontology. All other concepts and subcategories in the ontological hierarchy are based on this basic concepts.

  Sub Categories.

In this menu, will be visualized 12 sub categories concept those are:

1) Artifact

Artifact is a category that refers to human artificial construction mentioned in the Qur`an. This category has two sub categories which is place of worship and weaponry. There are ten concept related to this category such us: Ark of the Covenant (تابوت العهد), Boat (سفينة), Coin (درهم), Key (مفتاح), Ladder (سلم), Lamp (لمبة), Noah’s Ark (سفينة نوح), Pen (قلم), Ship (سفينة) and other concepts related to worship.

2) Astronomical Body

The astronomical body is a category refers to astronomical object mentioned in Qur`an. This concept has six categories; Constellation (البروج), Earth (أرض), Moon (القمر), Sirius (الشعري), Star (نجم), Sun (الشمس).

3) Event

Event is a category that refers to certain or particular event that is bound by time mentioned in Qur`an. This category has four sub categories: Afterlife Event, Calender Event, Historic Event, Physical Event.

4) False Deity

False deity related to the worship of false gods mentioned in the Qur`an. This concept has one sub category that is Idol (الاصنام) and other nine concepts related to worship.

5) Holy Book
Holy Book is a category related to holy book and other religious texts mentioned in the Qur’an. This category has four subcategories: Injeel (الإنجيل), Quran (القرآن), Torah (التوابعة), Zabur (زبور).

6) Language
Language is a category that refers to the language mentioned in the Qur’an. This category has sub category which is Arabic.

7) Living Creation
Living Creation is refers to living creature of Allah mentioned in Qur’an. This category has to sub categories: Organic Object and Sentien Creation.

8) Location
Location is a category that refers to a place and another location mentioned in the Qur’an. This category has two sub category: Afterlive Location and Geograpichal Location.

9) Physical Attribute
Physical attribute is a category that refers to physical attribute. This category has one category which is color (لون).

10) Physical Substance
This is a category refers to physical substance mentioned in the Qur’an. This category as two subcategories and eight related concepts. The subcategories are: metal and mineral. The related concepts are: Clay (صلصال), Coral (مرجان), Dust (تراب), Glass (زجاج), Oil (زيت), Pearl (لؤلؤ), Slik (حرير), Soil (ثرى).

11) Religion
Religion is a category that refers to the big religions, or other ancient beliefs mentioned in the Qur’an. This category has 5 related concepts: Christianity (النصارى), Islam (الإسلام), Judaism (اليهود), Magians (المجوس), Sabian (الصابئين).

12) Weather Phenomena
Weather Phenomena is a category that refers to several kinds of phenomena mentioned in the Qur’an. This category has 4 related concepts related to the weather: Cloud (سحاب), Lightning (برق), Rain (مطر), Thunder (رعد).

2. Topic Index
The topic index in the menu of Arabic Qur’anic Corpus provide the information concept from the Qur’anic Ontology that arranged in alphabetical order. The index list in A alphabet are consist of 25 concepts: Aad (عاد), Abel (أبل), Abu Lahab (أبو لهاب), Adam (آدم), Ahmad (أحمد), Al-Ahqaf (الأحقاف), Al- Jahiliyah (الجاهلية), Al-Judi (الجودي), Al-Marwah (المروة), Al-Safa (الصفا), Al-Uzza (العزى), Allah’s Throne (التراب), Allah’s Throne (النزحم), Angel (ملك), Anasr (أنصار), Ant (ملع), Apo (أبي), Arabic (المزحري), Ark of the covenant (نابوت العهد), Arrow (نجم), Ayyub (أويوب), Azar (آزار), Azrael (آزرايل).

B alphabet is consist of 13 concepts: Baal (بعل), Babylon (بابل), Badr (بدر), Bakah (بكة), Beast of the Earth (طائر الأرض), Bedouin (أعراب), Bee (نحل), Bird (طيور), Boat (سفينة), Bone (عظم), Brass (مهل), Bread (خبز), Breast Bone (الترابين).
C alphabet is consist of 22 concepts: Cain (قين), Camel (جمل), Carrion (الميتة), Children of Adam (بني آدم), Children of Israel (سبأوات), Christianity (النصراني), Church (الكنيسة), Clay (طين), Coat of Mail (البدلة), Coin (الرون), Companions of the Cave (اصحاب الكهف), Companions of the Elephant (اصحاب الفيل), Companions of the Pit (اصحاب القيل), Companions of the Rass (اصحاب الرس), Companions of the Wood (اصحاب الأبيكة), Constellation (المراة), Cow (ኛرة), Cucumber (الفناو).

D alphabet is consist of 9 concepts: Date Palm (الدود), David (داود), Dawn (فجر), Day of Resurrection (يوم القيامة), Desert (الصحراء), Dhuil Kifl (ذو الكفل), Dhu Qarnayn (ذو القرنين), Dog (الكلب), Dust (الرقم). E alphabet has 7 concepts: Ear (النسم), Egypt (السوم), Embryo (السباع), Eye (عين), Eulogy (الإنابة), Elijah (الليون), Elephant (الأليه). F alphabet has 10 concepts and G alphabet has 11 concepts: Fig (تين), Finger (الإصبع), Firdous (القرود), Fish (القرش), Forehead (الفروحة), Forelock (الشاة), Friday (الجمعة), Frog (الكعب), Garden of Eden (المدن), Garlic (الفج).

H alphabet has 14 concepts: Iblis (إدريس), Ibrahim (إبراهيم), Idol (الإله), Imran (إبراهيم), Injeel (الإنجيل), Ink (الحبر), Intestine (الموضع), Iron (الحديد), Ismael (يسوع), Islam (الإسلام), Israel (إسرائيل), Ishmael (املؤ), Ishmael (السامري), Issa (سارة), I alphabet are 5 concepts and K has 4 concepts: Jabal (الجبال), Jesus (المسيح), Jibreel (الجن), Juda (اللهدى), Judaism (المسيحية).

L alphabet are 14 concepts: Ladder (المذلة), Lamp (المذلة), Language (المذلة), Last Day (يوم الآخر), Leaf (الورقة), Lentil (الأرز), Lightning (البرق), Lion (البرق), Lion (الأسد), Lip (المادة), Locust (البروكة), Louise (البروكة), Luqman (ال()._), Lut (اللهدى). M alphabet are having 23 concepts: Madyan (المدن), Magians (المجوس), Magician (الجحيم), Malik (الملك), Manat (المانات), Man (المناوت), Masjid-al-Aqsa (المسجد الأقصى), Masjid-al-haram (المسجد الحرام), Meat (المأكولات), Medinah (المدينة المنورة), Messiah (ملك ميكل), Milk (المilk), Ministry (المؤسسة), Monastery (المؤسسة), Moon (المشجر), Mosque (المجفر), Mount (المؤمنة), Mount Sinai (المؤمنة), Muhammad (محمد), Mule (الماعز), Musa (العيسى), Mosaic (الورقة), Mountain (الجبل), Muhammad (محمود), Mule (معل)، Musa (موسى).

N alphabet has 4 concepts, O are 3 concepts and P are 8 concepts: Nasr (النصر), Night of Decree (ليلة الفتر), Noah's Ark (سفن نوح), Nuh (نوح), Oil (زيت), Olive (زيت), Onion (البصل), Paradise (الجنة), Pearl (الرون), People of Al-Hijr ( עם الحجري), Pharaoh (أولحا), Pomegranate (البرتقال), Pork (المأكولات), Q alphabet has 5 concepts and R are 4 concepts: Qarun (قارون), Qiblah (القبيحة), Quail (القوارض), Quraysh (قرش), Rain (المطر), Ramadan (رمضان), Romans (الرومان), Ruby (ربات), Salt (الملح). S alphabet has 25 concepts: Sabbath (السبت), Sabians (الصابين), Salih (الشيطان), Salt (الملح), Samiri (السامري), Saqar (السقراط), Satan (المذلة), Sheba (الشبة), Sheep (الماعز), Ship (الماء), Shuayb (سبحان)، Sijene (سحيم)، Silk (السرير), Silver
The above menus have been explained globally and those menus that will be utilized by researcher as a main source in designing the Qur’anic and linguistic educational studies that have become the 2nd research question of this research.

a. The Formulations of The Study of the Integration of Qur’an and Linguistic Education Based on Ontology of Qur’anic Concept

The most frequently asked question when discussing this topic is what is the speciality of the Qur’an when it becomes a source of data for ontology research. If this is related to corpus research, it can be said that the Qur’an is an extraordinary source of corpus data because of some reasons (Sabil, 2014; Sharaf & Atwell, 2012). Firstly, the Qur’an is a data that is guaranteed of its existence and validity because it is maintained by the Muslim community from centuries to centuries. Second, to achieve this data does not require large costs or even free. Third, understanding of the Koran is facilitated with a variety of references that are available sufficiently and can be reached from century to century, so that it will be easy to find the concept of ontology and relations between concepts easily and guaranteed validity.

In the context of this study, researchers will utilize the linguistic corpus for the integration study design. The Arabic Qur’anic Corpus, provides very adequate data to help find integration studies. This research focuses on the study of al-Qur'an integration and linguistic education. Therefore the right data is taken only data related to the study, namely the ontology of concept menu with sub-categories Language, Holy Qur’an and Religion.

The integration design procedure follows the following steps: 1) Tracing the concepts, categories, sub categories of Language, Holy Qur'an and Religion. 2) To make it easier to explore the concept of researchers also use the Topic Index menu. 3) Tracing the relation of ontology concepts using predictive logic so that each concept is found subclasses and instances. 4) Each concept found will be searched for verses and their relationship with other verses that are in one group of concepts (munasabah al-ayat). 5) From this verse, the Qur'anic ontology concepts and educational linguistics will be drawn. The above procedure was adapted from several approaches in the study of computer-based al_quran ontology from Arabic WordNet to arrive at the Qur’an ontology in the following chart (Almaayah et al., 2014).
Al-Qur’an is a holy text that contains about 79,000 thousand words scattered in 114 letters (chapters). The techniques used in retrieving information from the Qur’an can be grouped into two, first, semantic and keyword based. Semantic-based technique is a concept-based search tool that is taken based on meaning, while keyword-based is taken based on letters that correspond to words. In general, the system retrieves information usually using keywords. The existing semantic search techniques of the Qur’an are based on ontology, 2) based on set of synonyms, 3) cross-language based (Hizbullah et al., 2017; Priyono, 1999; Sharaf & Atwell, 2012). The ontology-based approach is a concept search in accordance with the findings of the user, while the synonym set approach is an approach that searches for synonyms using WordNet, then traces the verses that match the word synonyms found. The cross-language based approach is the translation-based approach.

Second, finding the integration design of the Qur’an and Linguistic education, researchers usually depart from the determination of concepts that will be used as a basis. Determination of the concept starts with studies of linguistic education. Before making the determination, the researcher briefly explained how the Qur’anic relation to language creativity since its emergence until now. From a historical perspective, the Qur’an is a miracle that Allah bestowed on the Prophet Muhammad. The Qur’an is a linguistic skill that has tremendous implications for the use of human language creativity. Al-Qur’an which was born in the literary community, where at that time al-quran as a language that is unmatched by its miracles. With the presence of al-Qur’an, a lot of creativity was born by the Muslim
community. The following diagram illustrates the implications of reciting verses of the Qur'an to human creativity as explained by al-Dhahri in (Zaid, 2011).

Al-Dhahri's findings also became the initial step of the researcher in studying terms in linguistic education namely how learning the Koran with existing patterns can build language creativity so that people reading the text of the Koran always have implications for four processes: contemplating, understanding, analyzing, and interpreting. These four processes also give birth to four creativity, namely fluency, flexible, original, and elaboration. And these four things that later led to the improvisation of creativity in the use of language which in the evaluation language emphasized on the aspect of accuracy.

The reading of the Qur'an also encourages the reader in the process of reciting, memorizing and vocabulary building. This has led to the creativity of language production both oral and written. And this is what then motivates the emergence of improvised linguistic output which is usually in the evaluation language referred to as the fluency aspect of language. From this process was born ontology the relationship between learning the Qur'an with language learning, namely The Qur'anic text, creative language use and creative language learning, improve, memory, and can also draw closer to Allah and increase worship (Aqma Norzaman, Shaari, Azlin Abd Rahman, Utbertra, & Jaafar, 2017; Awaludin, 2019).

CONCLUSION
The menu contained in the Ontology of Concept is the concept map and topic index. The menu is to describe and explore the Qur'an's ontology by using knowledge representations to define key concepts in the Qur'an, and to show the relationships between concepts using predictive logic. The integration design
process in tracing concepts, categories, sub categories from Language, Holy Qur’an and religion using 4 procedures. First, to facilitate the search for concepts and use the Topic Index menu. Second, explore the relation of ontology concepts using predictive logic so that each concept is found subclasses and instances. Third, each of the concepts found will be searched for verses and their relationship with other verses that are in one group of concepts (munasabah al-ayat). Fourth, from this verse we can draw concepts from the Qur’an’s ontology and linguistic education.

From this process it was found that learning the Qur’an with existing patterns so far can build language creativity and give birth to improvised creativity in the use of language. From this process can drive the process of reciting, memorizing and vocabulary building so as to bring out the creativity of language production both oral and written and can increase understanding of the content of the Qur’an and the development of scientific integration studies. This research is still a basic stage of design that has not been tested. So for future researchers to examine and review this design to become a more established design
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